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INTRODUCTION TO THE WRITE LIFE DIARY™  

The Write Life Diary is a writing process designed to compose 
positive solutions and scenarios within the privacy of a diary with 
the goal of identifying and actualizing positive experiences in one’s 
life. This method takes diary writing beyond a passive recording of daily 
events. It combines the playful qualities of journaling with creative 
problem-solving.  

The Write Life Diary was born out of my need to find a more productive 
use for my daily diary writing habit, something I started at age nine 
growing up in Finland. When I moved abroad and had more time to 
reflect on my life I started reading my old diaries. I soon realized that 
although my environment and life situations changed, a lot of my writing 
was still reporting the same recurring patterns of my internal 
conversation. I wanted to change these and become more proactive in the 
desing of my life, not just keep reacting to it. Before I knew it, through 
this new way of writing my diaries I became my own coach directing my 
path.   

I extended my writing beyond just passively recording what had happened 
in my daily life to proactively dreaming up what I wanted to experience in 
my life. My writing became a form of visualizing my future and a way to 
bring positive experiences into reality.  

A major change in my life enabled me to start working on my writing 
process more seriously than ever before. Due to following my husband’s 
career path to foreign lands, I had to give up my professional work. In 
this new world abroad, I had new priorities, new worries, new needs, and 
a new focus. And time to write. I wrote to get a sense of more control of 
my life, and to explore a new direction for it.  Over time my writing 
evolved into a method that I found more imaginative and fun than my 
previous writing style. I was excited when I found an almost magical 
power in this new way of writing.  It helped me to build my courage and 
skill for driving, and eventually, find the house of my dreams. Delighted 
with the results, which proved successful and fulfilling, I decided to share 
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the process. I hope the instructions in this book inspire you to try it out 

yourself.  Welcome to The Write Life diaries! 

When I began my writing experiment I had no previous knowledge that 
other people found diary writing to be such a powerful tool to change 
their lives. It was only much later when, to my surprise, I realized that 
books had been written about diary writing. However, none of them had 
developed exactly the same process that I had created for myself and 
outline here.  

The Write Life Diary is based on two powerful principles: 1) visualization – 
dreaming about your future provides guidance and clarifies your values, 
and 2) the creative power of positive thinking activates the law of 
attraction. The process also draws from the body of knowledge in the 
areas of strategic planning, creative problem solving, and creative writing 
techniques.  

While The Write Life Diary preserves the freedom of self-expression held in 
a conventional private diary, it goes further by introducing an innovative 
interactive structure that is especially suitable for visualizing and 
enhancing positive change. The Write Life Diary process encourages you to 
compose positive solutions and scenarios within the trusted strucure of a 
personal diary. I have included some samples from my own diaries to 
offer anecdotal references and illustrations. My guideline was: “When your 
heart speaks, take good notes.” 

The Write Life Diary  offers a new and simple application of a common 
practice. It will empower you to become the main character of your own 
life story. The Write Life Diary provides tangible evidence that you can 
change your life by writing a new storyline. As you work your way 
through this guidebook acknowledge your accomplishments and 
challenges, and envision what you want to create for your future. By using 
writing as a tool to re-frame your challenges of today or the past into the 
best solutions for tomorrow, you empower yourself to take charge of your 
life. Since this kind of journaling enables you to keep records not only of 
your dreams and desires, but also of your achievements and 
accomplishments, it will become a valuable guide for personal celebration.  
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Please note, however, that The Write Life Diary is neither an academic 
exercise about debating the issue of writing, nor a study of composing 
future scenarios. You won’t find the history of diary writing here either. 
And although this book is not a career development guidebook, it can 
become an excellent personal aid for this purpose. While a diary can 
reveal to the writer / reader more about themself than they might be 
willing to admit in a face to face conversation, writing in this manner can 
be a therapeutic experience.  

Unlike more common documenting of the past, The Write Life Diary™ 
puts the emphasis on the future. Rather than recording what happened as 
if you were a passive victim of whatever life threw at you, The Write Life 
Diary™ guides you into creating more fulfilling solutions for the future. 
This empowering use of diary writing increases your ability to take full 
responsibility for your life. 
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